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WE RECALL that a smooth algebraic variety defined over an algebraically closed field 
possesses a Zariski open which is a “good neighborhood”. a successive extension of in- 
complete curves [I]. We use this fact, together with the formalism of etale homotopy theory, 
to prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 10. Let X be a pointed, smootfl variety otter an algebraically closed field k, 
let L be a finite set of primes excluding the characteristic of k, and let ( ); denote completion 
rvitfj respect to the class C, of finite I-groups for each I in L. Tfzere exists a pointed etale 
neighborhood U of X such that for all I in L 
(VA; -+ w4(U,^, 1) 
is a weak homotopy equicalence of pointed pro-spaces. Furthermore, U may be chosen so that 
II,(U),A is a successiae extension off;nitely generated, free pro-l groups. 
As we shall see in Example 2, this is not immediate even if char(k) is 0. We are con- 
fronted by two problems. How to side-step the difficulty arising from the non-exactness of 
/-completion? How to provide the analogue of the usual homotopy sequence for a fibering 
of curves when char(k) is positive ? Proposition 4 gives a useful criterion of I-completion 
to be exact. Theorem 9 gives us an understanding of the fibre of the Lcompletion of family 
of open curves. In Theorem 11, we provide a related result for a successive fibering of com- 
plete curves. 
We use the term “space” to mean a topological space whose homotopy type is that 
of a C. IV. complex. We freely employ the etale homotopy type, X,, , of a pointed noetherian 
scheme, a noetherian scheme endowed with a distinguished geometric point. As described 
in [2], Xe, is a pro-object in the homotopy category of pointed spaces. We call a weak 
homotopy equivalence of pointed pro-spaces, S --f T, a #-isomorphism (in symbols, 
Ss T). Finally, the only cohomology of schemes considered is etale cohomology. 
We begin by recalling the following facts about affine curves over an algebraically 
closed field. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a non-singular, connected, pointed, a&e cwue ocer an 
algebraically closed field k. Tfzen 
X,, -5 K(IT,(X), 1). 
*Partially supported by the National Science Foundation. 
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Fwrhrrrnore, let L be any set oj‘ primes excluding char(k) and let I )^ denote comp!etion 
with respect to L. Then 
‘Y,,” -2-P K(rI,(‘Y)“, 1) 
!vith IT,rX)^ the L-completion of a finitely generated free group. 
Proof. Since the cohomological dimension (for torsion sheaves on the etale site of X) 
of any finite. etale covering X’ of X is 1, the universal covering of XC, is acyclic. Thus, 
XC,-% K(II,(X). 1). Similarly. the universal L-covering of JCCr is L-acyclic. so that 
‘u,,A 5 K(II,(\X)“. 1). If char(k) = 0, then fI,(X) is free; if char(l<) > 0. then II,(X)A is 
given by the L-completion of the fundamental group of some lifting of X to characteristic 
0, since galois L-coverings are tame [4]. 
In the following, Y is an example of a good neighborhood of dimension 2 over C. 
We see that II,( Y)^ gives us the wrong cohomology, so that even for surfaces in character- 
istic 0 we must be wary of L-completions. 
i?XA~lPLE 2. Let X-t [PC’ - (0, 1, co} be the principal gafois coxritlg corresponding 
to the quotienf II,(PC’ - {O. 1. ~0)) -+2/Z sending chosen generators to tlic ideientirJ in 212. 
Let Y be defined by 
Y = x x 03,’ - (0, m’,/2/:! 
kcflere 2j’_ acts on X by cocering translations and GYI PC1 - (0, -o) by sending z to l/z. 
Tflen Y = A’(II,( Y), I), lvhere II,(Y) fits in an e,uact sequence 
1 + 2 -+ I-I,(Y) -+ IIi(lp,i - (0, 1, co}) --) 1. 
Let ( )^ denote pro-finite completion with respect to any set of primes not including the 
prime 2. Then 
1 + 2^ + rI,( Y)^ --) IIi([P,’ - (0, 1, w})A + 1 
is not exact. Moreocer, H*( Y, 211) = 211, whereas H’(l3,( Y)^, Z/l) = 0, fbr any odd 
prime 1. 
Proof: The exactness of the asserted exact sequence follows from the homotopy 
sequence for the fibre triple and Proposition 1: 
[P’ - (0, co;. --f Y --) IP’ - {O, 1, co>. 
The homotopy sequence also gives Y = K(II,( Y), 1). Let /’ denote the structure map 
Y- ip’ - (0, 1, CCI) and let [F, denote IIr(P’ - (0, 1, co>), the free group on two generators. 
We readily compute H’( Y, 2/f) = H’(F, , R’f, E/I) as the crossed homomorphisms 
Fz + R’f%2/1 (2/1x Z/l), modulo the principal crossed homomorphisms Fz + Rif*2/1 
(the diagonal in 2/1x 2/l). 
We proceed to check that II,( Y)A 7 Fz”, thus verifying that 1 -+ 2* --) II,(Y)* ---t 
Fz * + 1 is not exact and that HI(II,( Y)“, 211) = 0. Let IIn,( Y) + H be any finite quotient 
of II,(Y) of odd order h. We verify that 22 is contained in the kernel IV of II,(Y) -+ H; 
thus 2 c N, so that II,(Y) -+ H factors through II,(Y) -+ ffz 
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We view lX,( Y) as the semi-direct product of 2 and F’l with the given action of Fz 
of 2. Observe that (h. 1) and (0, ,rlh) are elements of lV, where (h, 1) is 12 times the generator 
of 2 in l-I,(Y) and (0, .yl”) is the hth power of one chosen generator of Ez. Thus, (h, .ulh) 
and (-h, xl-“) lie in _V; hence, (1, II- )( , . l h ylh)(l, x1) = (2 - h, x1") lies in IV; and hence 
(2 - h, _izlh)( -h, sleh) = (2, 1) lies in N. 
The assertion of the following lemma is surprisingly strong. We see here the advantages 
of completion with respect to a single prime. 
LEMMA 3. Let f: F --+ G be a map of pro-l groups for some prime 1 such that (i) 
f *: H’(G, S//)2; H’(F, 2/l), kc,ith H’(G, 2jl)jnite; (ii) H’(G, 2/r) = 0 = H’(F. 2/l). 
Then f is an isomorphism of free pro-l groups’. 
Proof. Since f *: H’(G, Z/l) + H’(F, Z/l) is injective, f: F-* G is surjective (see 
[6, Prop. 231). Since the 2jI dimension of H’(G, 41) is the cardinality of a minimum set of 
generators for any pro-/group G, f sends a minimal set of generators for F to a minimal set 
of generators for G. Since H’(G, Z/l) = 0 = H’(F, 2/l), both F and G are free pro-/on these 
generators (see [6. Prop. 271). Hence,f: F- G is an isomorphism. 
A pro-group G will be called quasi-discrete providing that there exists a surjective 
map from a discrete group onto G. In particular, a pro-finite group is quasi-discrete. 
PROPOSITIOX 4. Let 1 be a prime and ( )^ denote completion with respect to 1. Let 
be a short exact sequence ofpro-groups such that H’(F, 2/l) isfinite and H2(F, 2/l) = 0. Then 
F* is free pro-l. 
Assume that K(H, I)“-% K(H^, 1) and that H is quasi-discrete. Tfzen tfle action of H 
on H’(F, 211) factors through H” if and only if 
is exact. 
Proof. TO prove that F” is free pro-l, it suffices by Lemma 3 to verify that H’(F”, Z/l) 
-+ H’(F, 2/r) is injective. Let x be an arbitrary element of H2(FA, Z/l) and let F+F be 
some finite l-quotient such that x is in the image of H’(F, 2/l) + H’(F^, 2/l). Let F”’ 
be the kernel of PA -F, and observe that x goes to 0 in H’(F’“, 2/f). Let A be the F” 
module induced by the trivial F”’ module Z/l (A is the product of copies of 211 indexed by 
F with suitable F^ action). 
Consider the exact sequence associated to the short exact sequence 0 --f Z/l--+ A -+ 
A/(2/I) + 0 of F^ modules: 
HI@‘“, A) -+ H’(F”, A/(2/I)) --+ H’(F^, 2/l) --) H’(F”, A) 
1 1 1 1 
H’(F, A) -+ H’(F, A/(2/I)) --t H2(F, 2/l) + H2(F, A). 
Since H*(F”, A) q H*(F’“, 2/l>, -Y in H’(F^, 2/l) goes to 0 in H’(F”, A). Therefore, if x 
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goes to 0 in H’(F, Z/l). then x must be 0, since the first two vertical arrows are isomor- 
phisms. 
If 1 + F“ + GA -+ H” -+ 1 is exact, then HA acts on H’(F”. 2’1) through some I- 
primary quotient H -+ R. By naturality, 
H’(F*, Z/1)4 H’(F^. 2iil) 
1 1 
H’(F, 2jl)z H’(F, 211) 
commutes, where h* in Aut(H’(F, Z/I)) is induced by any h: 2 + H, 1% here !i* is induced 
by the image of h. 2 -+ B, and where the vertical arrows are induced by F- FA. Since 
H’(F”, 2jr) q H’(F, 2/I) is an isomorphism. the action of H on H’(F. Z/l) factors through 
H--+ HA -+ R because H is quasi-discrete. 
Conversely, let + denote ker(G” -+ H”). If H -+ R is any I-primary quotient, let GR 
denote ker(G -+ H), let Hg denote ker(H -+ H), and let frr denote ker(GnA 4 Hn”). We 
readily check that fR -f is an isomorphism. 
For each H--t H, the map of short exact sequences 
induces a map of Hochschild-Serre spectral sequences in cohomology vvith 2/l coefficients. 
We now employ the assumptions that ker(H -+ HA) is I-acyclic and that H’(F. 2/f) is an 
HA module. Taking the direct limit of these spectral sequences over all I-primary quotients 
H+ i7, we conclude lim H’(GR, z//)2; H’(F, 211) and lim H1(Gn”, 2//)~ H’(f, 2,il) 
are isomorphisms. Hence, H’(F, 2/l) q H’(f, 2/l). Similarly. we conclude that 
lim H’(G,, 2’/1)2; H2(F. 2/l) = 0 and lim H’(GnA, 2/l)2~ H’(+, 2/r). As argued for 
H2(FA, 2/l) + H’(F, 2/l), H’(G=“, Z/r> -+ H2(Gn, 2/l) is injective for each H-+ R. We 
conclude that lim H’(Gfl, Z/l) = 0 implies 0 = lim H’(Gg”, 2/r) 2; H2(,J, Z/l). 
Since F-t+ factors through F-t F”, the hypotheses of Lemma 3 are satisfied for 
FA -+ f. Consequently, FA -f is an isomorphism of free pro-l groups. 
We remark that the hypothesis that K(H, l)^ A K(H^, 1) is necessary in order to con- 
clude that I-completion is exact. For example, consider the short exact sequence 
1 -+2-t Q- Q/2- 1. 
Then Q/2 acts trivially on H’(2, 2/l) for any I, yet the I-completion of this sequence is 
exact for no 1. 
Let L be a set of primes, G a pro-group. We let C,(G) denote the category of finite G 
modules whose order is divisible only by primes in L. We obtain the following useful 
corollary of Proposition 4 (without assuming that K(H, l)^ --% K(H”, 1)). 
COROLLARY 5. Let 1 be a prime and let ( ) h denote completion +vith respect to I. Let 
l-+F-+G-+H-+l 
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be a short exact sequence of pro-groups such that H’(F, Z/l) isjinite and H’(F, Z/l) = 0. 
If the action of H on H’(F, Z/l) factors through HA and if H is quasi-discrete, then the 
action of H on H’(F, A) factors through H” for any A in C,(GA). 
Proof Since His quasi-discrete, it suffices to check the corollary for the exact sequence 
induced by an arbitrary map h: Z --+ H: 
This would imply that the image of H in the finite group Aut(H’(F, A)) consists only of 
elements of I-primary order. 
By Proposition 4, 1 -+ F^ -+ Ghh +Z^ -+ 1 is exact. By naturality, Z on H’(F, A) 
factors through Z” -*Z/m, where Z/l” is any quotient of Z^ through which Z” acts on 
H’(F, A)2; H’(F”, A). 
We require the following algebro-geometric lemma for the proof of Proposition 7. 
Proposition 7 verifies properties off: U -+ Y necessary to apply the comparison of the 
Serre and simplicial Leray spectral sequences given in [3]. 
LEMMA 6. Let Y = Spec R be the spectrum of an integrally closed, noetherian, integral 
domain and let g: X-+ Y be a proper, smooth map. Let T be a locally principal divisor on X 
smooth over Y. 
If U’ -+ U = X - T is a principal, galois covering of degree n prime to the residue char- 
acteristics of R, then the integral closure X’ of X in the jeld of fractions of U’ is proper, 
smooth over Y. Furthermore, U’ is the complement of a locally principal divisor on X’ smooth 
over Y. 
Proof. Since X’-+ X is finite ([7, V. 4.7]), X’ -+ Y is proper. The remaining assertions 
are local on Xfor the etale topology. Let x be an arbitrary geometric point of 1Y By Abhy- 
ankar’s Lemma, there exists an etale neighborhood V of x in X such that x’X Y is a dis- 
joint union of schemes of the form Y[rllk] with k dividing n ([I, XVI. 3.61 or r”j, 2.31). 
Therefore, we need only consider maps A --f A[t”k] where A and A/(t) are smooth 
R-algebras. Clearly, T’ = Spec A[t”k]/(t”k) = T is a principal divisor on Spec A[t’jk] 
smooth over Y = Spec R; and clearly, A[t’jk] is smooth over R off T’. We check smooth- 
ness of A[t’lk] over R at any prime ideal I’ of A[t”“] containing the ideal (t”k) (i.e. I’ is 
a point on T’). We choose functions f2, . . . , f, in A so that R[t, f2, . . , f,] --f A is etale 
at I = I’ n A. Consequently, the pull-back map R[tllk, fi, . . . , fr] + A[tljk] is etale at I’, 
so that A[t’lk] is smooth over R at I’. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let g : X --+ Y be a proper, smooth map of noetherian, normal schemes, 
let T be a locally principal divisor on X which is smooth over Y, and let f: U = X - T -+ Y 
be the restriction of g. Let L be a set of primes not occurring as residue characteristics of Y 
and let ( )” denote completion with respect to L. 
For all A in C,(IT,( U) “) and all q 2 0, 
(i) R’f,A is a locally constant sheaf on Y. 
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(ii) tile natural maps (Rqf,.4), -+ H’(C,, .A) are isott~orpiiistns _tbr wet-y geometric poinr 
y of y. 
Proof. Since the fibres of Rqf,A arz finite, it suffices to check (i) and (ii) for Y replaced 
by Spec R, where R is the strict hensel local ring of Y at a geometric point _J’. Let /I: U’ -+ U 
be a principal. galois covering whose degree is divisible only by primes in L. with the property 
that A is constant on C:‘. The assertions (i) and (ii) forf“ =f’a A: L:‘+ 1- are checked in 
([I, XVI. 3.7]), since A is constant on U’ and since C-’ is the complement of a smooth 
divisor in some X’ proper and smooth over Y. 
If Spec R, = Yl --t I’is any generalization of >-at a geometric point j’,. then X’ X Y, 
r 
is connected. Consequently, U,’ = C” X YI ---t CT1 = C;X I-, is principal. galois with group 
Y r 
G = Gal(U’, U). The specialization y1 -J induces a map of spectral sequences 
EIPtq = HP(G, HY(U’ A)) = Hp’4( U, A) 
1 
‘Expaq = H”(G, Hq( U,‘, A)) * Hp’“( U,. 14). 
Since H*( U’, A) 2; H*(UI’ A), the maps (F’f,A), 2; H4(L’. A) -+ H”(U,. A) 7 (Rqf,A)I, are 
isomorphisms. Thus, Rqf,A is constant on Y = Spec R. 
To prove (ii), \ve observe that (U’), -+ U,, is principal , galois with group G, since the 
geometric fibre X,,’ of X’ -+ Y is connected. The residue map Spec X-(J) -+ Spec R induces 
the map of spectral sequences 
E,p.4 = HP(G, H4(L-‘, A)) - Hp+q( U, A) 
1 
“EZP*‘I = HP(G, Hq(( Li’), , A)) 3 HpGg( CT, , A). 
Since H”( b”, A) z H*(( U’), , A), the maps 
(R’%A), s H”( C, A) 4 H“(C; , A) 
are isomorphisms. 
We recall that an elementary fibrationf: 0’ -+ Y is a map which fits in a commutative 
diagram 
with i: T-, X a closed immersion, j: U = X - T -+ X an open immersion dense in each 
fibre, f: X-t Y projective and smooth lvith irreducible fibres of dimension 1, and 9: T -+ Y 
etale with non-empty fibres. Since T is locally principal in each fibre, we may apply Naka- 
yama’s Lemma to conclude that T is locally principal in X. Therefore, such an elementary 
fibration f: U---t Y over a normal scheme Y satisfies the hypotheses for f in Proposition 7. 
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PROPOSITION 8. Let f: U--t Y be an elementar_v fibration of pointed, connected5 
noetherian schemes with Y normal, let I be a prime not occurring as a residue characteristic of Y 
and let ( )^ denote completion kvith respect to 1. If R’f*(Z/I) is a fl,( Y)” module, then R’f*A 
is a II,(Y)” module for ecery A in C,(lX,(U)A). 
Proof. By Proposition 7, R‘f*A is a locally constant sheaf on Y (hence, a lT,( Y)module), 
whose fibres are isomorphic to H’(C; . .4). Let Y,, = Spec(k( Y)) be the generic point of Y 
and letfo: U,, = UXY, -+ Y0 denote the generic fibre off: We observe that R’f,,A is the 
r 
restriction to Y, of R’f*A, since each is isomorphic to H’(U, . A) at any geometric point y 
of Y,, Moreover, lT,(Y,) -+ n,(Y) is surjective. Hence, it suffices to prove the proposition 
for Y = Spec IS, K a field. 
Assuming Y = Spec K, 1 + III,(U,,) --t II,(U) -+ II,(Y) + 1 is exact. Consequently, 
there is a natural map of fibre triples 
P (f,l’) -+ c6,’ + Y,, 
1 1 1 
K(n,(u,)> 1) --+ K(l-lI,(U> 1) 4 KVl,(Y), 1). 
Thus, for any II,(U) module A, Hi(lT,(U,), A)+H’(+(fe,‘), A) is a homomorphism of 
TI,(Y) modules. For A in Ci(II,(U)“), the map 
given in ([3, 3.41) can be interpreted as a map of direct limits of local systems on the spaces 
occurring in the prospace YeI, with fibre values Hq(+(fe:), A) and (R¶f,A), respectively. 
Thus, H’(f(f,,‘), A) --+ (RIfeA), is a homomorphism of IT,(Y) modules. 
Applying Proposition 1, we conclude that the composition 
H’(%(U,), A) -+ H’(f(f,t’), A) -+ (R%A)Y + H’(C/, 7 A) 
is an isomorphism of IT,(Y) modules for any A in C,(II,(U)A). Applying Corollary 5 to the 
short exact sequence 1 + II, --+ II,(U)-+ Ill(Y) + 1, we conclude that lTi(Y) acts on 
(R%A), q H’(U,, A) through n,(Y) -+ TI,(Y)” for any A in C,(lIT,(U)“). In other words, 
R’f*A is a TI,( Y)” module. 
The following gives a criterion for the fibre of the l-completion of an elementary 
fibration to be a K(IT, 1). Thus, induction and the homotopy sequence will imply that the 
/-completion of the total space is also a K(IT, 1). 
THEOREM 9. Let f: U + Y be an elementary fibration of pointed, connected, normal, 
noetherian schemes. Let I be a prime not occurring as a residue characteristic of Y, and let 
( )” denote completion with respect to 1. rf R’f*(Z/l) is a II,(Y)” module and if I12(x,“) 
= 0, then the natural maps (U,,),, -/cf,:) andf(j-,;) -+/‘(f,,*‘) induce a #-isomorphism 
Consequently, II,(+~erAr)) is free, pro-l and 
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ProoJ We first observe that for any I-primnrygalois covering 1.’ + 1; ,+J(_L,‘A\‘)z{(~,,nr) 
where f' : Li X Y’ -+ Y’ is induced by f. One checks this by using thz fact that (LFX ?-‘),:* 
+ CT,,, and tY’),;- 
r 
--* Y,,” are principal covering spaces for Gal(Y’, Y). 
Let f denote f(L’,; “9. JJ’e verify that (E,),, + / induces isomorphisms 
H*(+. ‘4) 2; H”(( c,),, . ‘4) 
for any A in C,(FI,(f)). By the observation above, it suffices to check this isomorphism 
upon replacing ff: U + Y by f': Li X Y’ + Y’, whert: Y’ + 1. is galois. I-primary. Since 
I 
1 + I-I,(/) --f rI,(L;)^ + rI,(Y)^ -+ 1 is exact. ~‘2 may conszqusntly assume that A is in 
C,(H,(U)“) [since normal subgroups of n,(Y)” correspond to galois, i-co\.erings Y’ + Y). 
By Proposition 8, we may find some i-primary col,ering I-’ -+ Y such that R”fJ and 
R%A are constant on Y’; by Propositions 1 and 7, RqJ,A = 0 for q> 2. Xloreover, \ve ma> 
find some I-covering Y’ ---* Y such that the local system determined by Hqj,2ifp,“), A) 
= Hq(/, A) is constant on ( Y’),rA for any given q. Consequently. lye may assume RqJ+A 
and the local system of H’(/, A) are constant on 1. for all (1 < /I, H arbitrary. 
We consider the map from the Serre spectral sequence for&*’ to the simplicial Lerny 
spectral sequence forf: 
EzP’(I(& * r , A) = P(Y,,“, My+, A)) - Hpfq(Urth> A) 
1 
-kPTL 4 = Hp( Y, R"fl,A) =c- HP"(U, A). 
Since Rqf*A is the constant sheaf HY(Uy , Aj, (U,),, -4 induces isomorphisms H4(+, A) 
z Hq(Cl,, A) for all q < n, n-arbitrary. Since EZ4(U,, A) = 0 for all A in C,(II,(UJ) and all 
q > 1, Hq(f; A) = 0 for all A in C,KI,({)) and all 9 > 1. This implies that the universal 
covering off is acyclic; thus/?+ K(n,(/), 1). 
Consider the commutative square 
(U,),,^ ---+ 4 
1 ?. 
KFI,(U,)“, 1) -+ K(rI,(J)> I). 
Since the top arrow and the vertical arrows induce isomorphisms in C, cohomology, 
Proposition 1 and Lemma 3 imply that II, A + n,(p) is an isomorphism of free pro-l 
groups. Consequently, al1 four arrows are f-isomorphisms. 
We can now provide a proof of Theorem 10 as stated at the beginning of this paper. 
Proof of Theorem 10. If X over k is of dimension 1, CJ may be taken to be any pointed, 
afine open of X by Proposition 1. We proceed by induction on the dimension of A’over k. 
Let h: V-t Y be a pointed elementary fibration over I;, nith V a pointed Zariski open 
of X and Y a Zariski open of pkn-‘, where n is the dimension of ‘Y([l. XI.3.31). Let Y’ + Y 
be a pointed, galois covering such that R’f&?Lil is constant on Y’ for each I in L. Applying 
induction, we find a pointed etale open IV-, Y’ such that 
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(WethA -2-+ m-L(WhA? 1) 
for each I in L. Letf: U -+ W be the pull-back of h: V -+ Y by W-+ Y’ -+ Y. Then R%Z/I 
is constant on W for each 1 in L. 
Applying Theorem 9 together with the homotopy sequence for the fibre triplef(Cf,,),“‘) 
+ (Uet)r” + ( Wet)lhr we conclude 
(Uet)l^ -5 RflI,(U),^, 1) 
for each I in L. Moreover, III,(U),” is an extension of the finitely generated, free pro-l group 
~I,(+‘((_I~),~~)) by &(w),A> which inductively may be assumed to be a successive extensio& 
of finitely generated, free pro-l groups. 
We prove an analogous result for a successive fibering of smooth, complete curves. 
The proof is elementary, being independent of the preceeding arguments. Moreover, we 
need not assume k is algebraically closed nor need we consider only one prime at a time. 
THEOREM 11. Let k be a field and let 
X=X, fn X”_, 
fl 
-+... - X0 = Spec k 
be a succession of proper, smooth maps, each of whose geometric fibres is a connected curve 
ofpositive genus. Let L be all primes except char(k), and let ( )” be completion with respect 
to C,. Then X,, -+ K(llI,(X), 1) induces isomorphisms H*(II,(X), A) 7 H*(X, A) for any A 
in C,(II,(X)). Hence, 
Xefh i?i K(&(X), I)^. 
Proof. We denote by Z- the universal covering of a (pro-) space Z. To verify that 
X,, + K(J.T,(X), 1) induces isomorphisms H*(II,(X), A) s H*(X,, , A) for A in C,(I’I,(X)), 
it suffices to verify that H¶(X,,“, A) = 0 for all A in C, and q > 0. We check this by observ- 
ing that 
ElPv4 = Hp(I-I,(X,,), Hq(X,,-, A)) 5 Hp+4(X,, , A) 
degenerates whenever Hq(X,,“, A) = 0 for q > 0. 
We proceed by induction on n. For n = 0, we recall that (X&,3 K(Gal(E”, k), l), where 
E’is the separable algebraic closure of k. Letf: X-t Y denotef,: X,--f Xn_r, where Y,,* is 
assumed C, acyclic. We represent X,,- -+ Y,,” by 
{fet’: Xc*‘-+ Y,,‘; Y’ -+ Y and X’ + XX Y’ finite, etale}. 
Y 
Since f is proper and smooth, each f’: X’ + Y’ possesses the agreeable properties that 
Rqf’,A is locally constant on Y’ and (Pf,'A), r H4(X,,‘, A) for A in C,(IT,(X’)). 
We consider the limit Leray spectral sequence 
E2P*q = lim P(Y’, Hq(X,,‘, A)) * lim Hp+q(X’, A) 
for any abelian A in C,. Since each Y,(’ is profinite, 
lim Hp(Y’, H4(X,‘, A)) = Hp((Y,,)-, lim Hq(X,,‘, A)). 
1s ERIC M. FRIEDLAXDER 
;Llorsover. iim Hp-‘(X’, A) = Hp-4(Xe,,‘, A). To pro\‘e X@, is CL acyclic, it thus suffices to 
pro! e that lim H4(Xy’, A) = 0 for ali q > 0, all abelian A in C,. Since X,,- is simply coi:- 
netted, since Y,, - is simply connected and C, acyclic, and since 
H’(&” > A) -+ H”( Y,[- : lim H’(X,‘. A)) --t H’( I,,-. ‘4) 
is exact, we conclude that lim Hl(X,,‘. A) = 0. 
Since H’(X,‘, A) = @A, where g’ = genus(X,‘) > 0, there exists a finite, etale map 
2Y’ 
X” +X’ such that the induced map deg(Xy”, X,‘): H’(X,‘, A) = A -+ H2(Xy”, A) = A is 
the 0 map whenever A is in C,. Since P(X,‘, A) = 0 for c( > 2, lim IP(X,‘, A) = 0 for all 
abelian A in C,, all q > 0. Therefore, XftA is Cl acyclic. 
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